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Abstract. There is an increasing economic desire driven by widespread
applications like IPTV or conferencing that a next generation Internet
will grant transparent group communication service to all its stationary and mobile users. In this paper, we present a generic approach to
inter-domain multicast, which is guided by an abstract, DHT-inspired
overlay, but may operate on a future Internet architecture. It is based
on the assumptions of a globally available end-to-end unicast routing
between resolvable locators, taken from a name space that allows for aggregation. Our protocol design accounts for this aggregation, leading to
forward-path forwarding along bidirectional shared distribution trees in
preﬁx space. The scheme facilitates multipath multicast transport, oﬀers
fault-tolerant routing, arbitrary redundancy for packets and paths and
remains mobility agnostic. We present OASIS, its application to IPv6,
and evaluate signaling costs analytically based on its k-ary tree structure.
Keywords: Preﬁx-directed multicast, bidirectional shared tree, Internet
architecture, IPv6.

1

Introduction

The idea to extend unicast capabilities by a multicast group service already
arose, when the Internet was still in its early, premature state of development [1].
Multicast communication techniques have been under debate since Deering introduced the host group model to the Internet layer [2]. Until today, the initial
approach of Any Source Multicast (ASM) routing remained hesitant to spread
beyond limited, controlled environments. A fundamental dispute arose on multicast concepts in the end-to-end design concept, questioning the appropriate
layer where group communication service should reside on. For several years,
the focus of the research community turned towards application layer multicast.
Many P2P concepts and solutions of diﬀerent kind have been developed. We
limit reference to the prominent, structured schemes Scribe [3], Bayeux [4] and
multicast on CAN [5].
Cost eﬃciency arguments, however, repeatedly stimulated multicast to be resettled on the lowest possible layer, exempliﬁed by a commonly available pointto-multipoint service in current wired and wireless transmission technologies.
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Meanwhile, new demands for group communication are arriving with increasing
intensity, e.g., multimedia streaming (IPTV), large-scale gaming (MMORPGs)
and conferencing in mobile environments, or service discovery and conﬁguration in service-oriented architectures. But a fundamental assumption common
to multicast routing, the symmetry of connectivity and routing, has changed
[6]. In many cases, current multicast trees derived from reverse-path forwarding
(RPF) do not lead to eﬃcient or policy-compliant paths.
The Internet has been designed as an overlay abstraction to interconnect networks and enable communication between heterogeneous devices. Guided by an
end-to-end design principle [7], transport intelligence is located at edges, while IP
provides a common utility of uniform addressing and global unicast routing [8,9].
Limitations in scalability and ﬂexibility, mainly due to shortfalls in addressing,
naming and binding [10], but also a current state of deployment that largely deviates from the original IP model [6], led to an ongoing debate on re-architecting
the Internet and gave rise to several proposals of network decomposition. Examples include the meta-principle [11], network pluralism in Plutarch [12], and
autonomous domains in TurfNet [13]. At the same time, new structures of addressing and routing arose on the application layer [14], resulting in Distributed
Hash Tables (DHTs) like Chord [15], Pastry [16] and CAN [17]. Even though
paradigmatically unrelated, these two classes of distributed overlay architectures
maintain globally resolvable identifiers in combination with a binding to an endto-end routing. More importantly, all designs – explicitely or implicitely – rely
on aggregation mechanisms for locators to obtain scalable routing information
bases, thereby addressing a central long-term concern of the IETF. In this work,
we start from those three assumptions and construct a group communication
mechanism that is based on the aggregation principle.
This paper presents a generic multicast forward-path forwarding approach,
which is guided by an abstract, DHT-inspired overlay, but may operate on a future Internet architecture. Such routing may reside on the network or application
layer, and may be transparently mapped into a hybrid architecture that procures
for preﬁx continuation. Without loss of generality, we denote locators as part of a
preﬁx space. Within this summable preﬁx space, the group overlay is deﬁned according to preﬁx branch points, which will correspond to the topological network
structure, provided proximity-aware numbering or routing is in use.
This preﬁx-directed multicast gives rise to source-speciﬁc bidirectional shared
distribution trees, which lead to forward-directed packet distribution along shortest paths for any source. Receiver subscriptions, though, follow the general ASM
model. On the price of an enhanced signaling load for small groups, this scheme
oﬀers fault-tolerant routing, arbitrary redundancy for packets and paths and remains mobility agnostic. Furthermore, it facilitates dynamic multipath transport
without additional eﬀort and may give rise to end-to-end resource pooling in multicast, thereby ﬁlling the gap left in the recently published research agenda [18].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We introduce preﬁx
directed multicast in section 2. The core protocol can be adapted to the Internet
layer. This is shown exemplarily for IPv6 in section 3. Based on its structural
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design, all major performance properties can be evaluated analytically, which
allows to pre-calculate network costs. Results are presented in parts in section 4,
followed by conclusions and an outlook in section 5.

2

Prefix-Directed Multicast

In this section, we present the preﬁx-directed abstraction for multicast, which enables an arbitrary node to distribute data along forward-oriented source-speciﬁc
paths. Multicast branch establishment is triggered by ASM receiver joins. Using
an algorithm inspired by structured overlays, multicast participants jointly construct a bidirectional shared tree in preﬁx space. Disregarding speciﬁc topology
concepts, we explain the basic protocol from the perspective of equal ’peers’,
which in turn may take the role of designated routers or hybrid gateways in a
deployment case as described in section 3. The scheme does not rely on any kind
of rendezvous point or bootstrapping and operates directly on top of a unicast
routing scheme for locators that allow for aggregating preﬁxes. It exhibits strictly
predictable costs, which scale logarithmically with the number of receivers.
2.1

The Protocol

The key operation of the multicast protocol is to construct a preﬁx-based distribution tree, in which a leaf is labelled with the locator ID of a multicast listener.
Multicast branching is performed at inner vertices, labelled with the longest
common preﬁx of its children. Each inner vertex can be mapped to any peer,
whose ID shares the preﬁx label. The binding of a peer to a preﬁx will be done
according to the local unicast routing information base. Mapping to an eﬃcient
topological delivery is thus derived from the deployed routing.
The preﬁx structure is assumed to reﬂect the aggregation principle and immediately gives rise to a structured broadcast (see [19]). A broadcast preﬁx tree can
be instantaneously constructed by identifying all peer IDs as leaves. For sending
a packet from the root to the leaves of the broadcast preﬁx tree, each peer needs
to decide on packet replication according to its current branching position on the
tree. This context awareness can be gained from adding a destination prefix C
to the packets, which will be hop-wise updated with growing length. Forwarding
is then simply achieved by routing to all neighboring preﬁxes that share C. This
Prefix Flooding can be applied at any level of the tree structure (cf. ﬁgure 1).
In contrast to broadcast, multicast implements a selective distribution strategy, in which ﬁnal receivers represent a subset of peers. Any sender, which itself
forms a leaf in the preﬁx tree, will ’shift’ the packet up to the (virtual) root of
the tree and initiate a forwarding according to preﬁxes populated by receivers.
In this way, the preﬁx tree is bidirectionally traversed.
All preﬁx-directed multicast peers will derive semantically identical trees, but
will hold only a selected, location-dependent knowledge thereof. Routing correspondences are to be extracted from unicast routing tables and thereby diﬀer
from node to node. Multicast forwarders need not memorize the entire group
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Fig. 1. Multicast forwarding from source 00011 to preﬁx neighbors (straight arrows)
in a binary preﬁx tree. Dashed arrows indicate actually selected peers.

speciﬁc multicast tree, but will only be required to persist the preﬁx neighbors
of all associated vertices. We call a vertex label to be associated with the node
if the label represents a preﬁx of the peer locator ID.
Group Membership Management. Each peer is a potential multicast forwarder, serving as an intermediate destination for a preﬁx it shares. Consequently, a new multicast receiver has to be announced so that all forwarding
nodes can store the corresponding neighboring preﬁx. This preﬁx neighbor represents the root of a subtree, which subsumes multiple multicast listeners. Thus,
only the ﬁrst join and last leave needs to be propagated outside this subtree.
To distribute data along a multicast distribution tree, a multicast peer K
with locator ID K maintains an (interface-independent) multicast forwarding
table for each multicast group. This list contains all preﬁxes, which serve as
destinations adjacent to K. For a group G, we denote the multicast forwarding
table by M F TG . For preﬁxes L and L , we denote the longest common preﬁx by
LCP (L, L ) and its length by |L|.
To join or leave a multicast group, a multicast peer injects a state update
into the unicast preﬁx tree. The ﬁrst and last receiver of the group ﬂood their
join and leave message in the complete (unicast) network. For all further group
members, the state update is propagated within the smallest subtree including
some receiver and covering the new multicast listener. The algorithm works as
follows:
Join/Leave Injection
 Invoked at peer K for group G
1 if M F T G = ∅
2
then Prefix Flooding Join/LeaveMessage To *
3
else Select L ∈ M F T G : |L| ≥ |L |, ∀ L ∈ M F T G
 Creates root of subtree to ﬂood
4
C ← LCP (L, K)
5
Prefix Flooding Join/LeaveMessage To C
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On the reception of a multicast state update, a peer determines its longest common preﬁx L with the originator P, extracts the preﬁx of P with length |L| + 1,
and adds (or removes) it to its multicast forwarding table. Thereafter the message is transmitted to the downtree neighbors in preﬁx space.
As preﬁx lengths are extended in each forwarding step, this algorithm obviously terminates. Furthermore, from an induction on the number of group
members follows that the multicast join algorithm constructs a spanning tree
at each peer covering all receivers, provided the unicast preﬁx routing table is
complete at all nodes.
Data Dissemination. Based on its group membership functions, preﬁx-directed
multicast constructs a bidirectional shared tree covering all overlay multicast listeners. The preﬁx neighbors that represent receivers are stored in a decentralized
multicast forwarding table M F T G , which is controlled individually by each forwarding node. Any arbitrary peer can act as multicast source by sending data to
all entries in its M F T G . The packets will then be forwarded to the leaves of the
multicast tree. Conceptually this corresponds to the Prefix Flooding approach,
whereas branching is guided by the multicast forwarding table:
Prefix Mcast Forwarding
 On arrival of packet with destination preﬁx C
 for group G at locator ID K
1 for all Ni IDs in M F T G
2
do if LCP (C, Ni ) = C
 Ni is downtree neighbor
3
then Cnew ← Ni
4
Forward packet to Cnew
As the forwarding algorithm directly corresponds to a data dissemination along
the multicast preﬁx tree, multicast coverage follows from the previous arguments.
Furthermore, it is easy to show that all multicast listeners receive the data
exactly once and the algorithm terminates.
2.2

Protocol Properties

The core protocol creates and manages a generic shared family of source trees
in preﬁx space, which allow for unique multicast data transmission from any
node in a preﬁx-optimized fashion. Assuming preﬁx aggregation to account for
network topologies, replication will naturally follow locality and strictly retain
provider bounds. This basic scheme is open to a variety of features as desired
by the application or network scenario. In the following, we sketch such options,
which come into operation without increasing the signaling load or management
overhead.
Multipath Transport. All peers in a network that operates preﬁx-directed
multicast are equally suited to serve as content distributors for a given group.
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This capability may be exploited for resource pooling purposes [18] in the following way: Any multi-homed source of data streams may choose to distribute
packets arbitrarily among its interfaces. Obtaining feedback from application
level multicast transport (e.g., RTCP) will allow the sender to balance and loadshift traﬃc in response to current network conditions. Like in unicast, multipath
selection will solely rely on end system behavior, while the multicast network
oﬀers a transparent, ubiquitous distribution layer.
Conversely, any single-homed source may utilize other peers for relaying, as
any multicast forwarder may attain the role of a network relay. A multicast peer
receiving a packet will continue distribution according to its destination preﬁx,
which is equivalent of being the root of the multicast distribution sub-tree. Hence,
a source can activate relays by simply sending packets with empty destination
preﬁx. Multipath transport for single-homed peers is thus facilitated by chosing
a ﬁrst-hop relay. Furthermore, any intermediate peer can react on link failures
by passing a packet with unaltered destination preﬁx to a life neighbor. The
latter option on seamless routing resilience happens in contrast to BGP failure
convergence times of 2 to 15 minutes [20].
r-Redundancy for Data and Paths. In the presence of network unreliability,
it is desirable to add a certain degree of data redundancy to the distribution
system. More precisely, an r-redundancy tolerating the loss of one packet out
of each sequence of r may be suﬃcient to sustain information integrity at an
appropriate degree of conﬁdence. An eﬃcient method to procure redundancy at
the packet level has been recently introduced by network coding [21]. A straight
application of this scheme to r + 1 subsequent packets leads to an r-redundancy
for data.
Many disruptive scenarios like link and node failures are likely to cause damage
at more than one occasional packet. Redundant paths are required to circumvent
these defects. Relaying provides a natural option for path redundancy. A source
willing to distribute data at an r-redundant level will perform network coding for
r-sequences of its packet stream. It will further select r relays, preferably of differing preﬁx initials, as discussed in the previous section on multipath transport.
Each sequence of r packets as well as the coded datagram are then distributed
among the r + 1 senders. Choosing senders of diﬀerent preﬁx initials will minimize a coincidence of the r + 1 preﬁx trees and will thus lead to the highest
likelihood of completely disjoined paths. Any node/link failure occurring on a
single distribution tree will then cause loss of one packet per r-sequence and can
be fully compensated by the remaining r data units. Thus preﬁx-directed multicast can provide a full r-redundancy in data and paths without modiﬁcation or
additional signaling.
Mobility Support. A strong tendency can be observed to run infotainment
group applications on mobile devices. The need consequently arises for a multicast mobility management, which in general turned out to be a complex problem
[22]. The preﬁx-directed multicast leads to a mobility-agnostic routing environment in the sense that senders can seamlessly transmit multicast data from any
location, while listeners may need to activate preﬁx branches for distribution,
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which are in network proximity for regional moves. In this sense, our scheme represents a shared routing availability on inter-domain scale, similar as foreseen by
BIDIR-PIM [23] for interior domains.

3

OASIS: Prefix-Directed Multicast on the IP(v6) Layer

In this section, we want to address a direct applicability of our solution to the
Internet routing layer. It springs to mind that the current Classless Inter-domain
Routing is based on preﬁx routing and aggregation. However, three major differences between the assumption of section 2.1 and the current Internet routing
remain evident:
1. While BGP ensures complete visibility of preﬁxes, interior protocols provide
knowledge only on a small subset.
2. A node may be responsible for multiple, non-adjacent preﬁxes.
3. The IPv4 address space is mainly unstructured, whereas attempts are taken
to sustain a structure of preﬁx aggregation in IPv6.
Thus, an immediate, unaltered transfer of our preﬁx-directed multicast distribution is not applicable, but strong correspondences in particular hold for IPv6.
Internet routers perform a preﬁx aggregation inherently, i.e., an upstream
router can always keep track of the aggregation level it serves towards its downstream peers. Accordingly, a multicast join (or leave) received from a downstream
interface can be agglomerated with parallel joins to be tied to the preﬁx level in
operation. Consequently, any router in the Internet will be able to identify its
own preﬁx aggregation level as well as paths to its preﬁx neighbors.
Assuming a clear, hierarchical address structure as proposed in RFC 2374 [24],
group management on the BGP level could proceed as in our proposed scheme
and direct message forwarding only downward. Instead of a single destination
preﬁx, packets will carry multiple, non-adjacent preﬁxes as announced by the
next hop peer in a dedicated extension header. Serving all preﬁxes of neighboring
nodes simultaneously will avoid duplicate packet transmission.
Unfortunately, RFC 2374 has been obsoleted due to the persistent customer
demand for provider independent addresses. To cope with unstructured address
organization, a router receiving a join message for a speciﬁc multicast group
needs to ﬂood the join message under partial preﬁx aggregation to its remaining
downstream and upstream interfaces, if the corresponding preﬁx has not been
signaled before. Subsequent joins only need to forward up to a level of aggregation, where they are uncovered by previously joining group members. In this
way, a shared preﬁx tree will be erected throughout the Internet, as visualized
in ﬁgure 2.
The destination for a preﬁx will be selected with respect to the underlying
unicast routing, which is optimal from the provider perspective. In the case of
multi-homed sites, i.e., for a preﬁx assignment to several peers, one topological
correct path will be chosen as in BGP.
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Fig. 2. Multicast preﬁx tree spanning IPv6 members on inter-domain scale

After the tree construction, multicast routing can proceed on a bidirectional
shared tree as described in section 2. Routers will be equipped with a shared
virtual multicast forwarding table in preﬁx space, which gives rise to a forward
route selection.
Prefix Mcast Forwarding on IPv6
 On arrival of packet with destination
 preﬁx list {C} for group G
1 for all {Ni }R IDs in M F T G grouped by next hop R
2
do for all Ni ∈ {Ni }R with LCP (Ni , C) = C, C ∈ {C}
3
do {Cnew } ∪ {Ni }
4
Forward packet to {Cnew }
Preﬁx-directed multicast distribution transparently covers inter- and intra-domain
routing. No supplementary mechanisms to implement inter-domain group transition such as MSDP are needed.
It may be undesirable to initiate an Internet-wide distribution tree for all
multicast addresses. To enable scoping of restricted preﬁx ranges in multicast
dissemination, one could proceed as follows: On creation of the group, a uniformly covering preﬁx1 can be assigned and embedded into the multicast group
address in analogy to a rendezvous point (RP) address [25]. This preﬁx would
then be interpreted as the root of the preﬁx tree, preventing state distribution
beyond the region of interest for the group in common. It is worth noting, that
the root is virtual and the embedded preﬁx does not predeﬁne a corresponding
forwarder in contrast to the embedded RP address. The eﬃciency of multicast
forwarding is not aﬀected.
1

The preﬁx 2001:0638::/32 could for example be chosen to restrict a group to the
German NREN community.
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Within a cleanly aggregated address space, the preﬁx routing described above
will be strictly bound to provider borders and – if required – will cross peering
links exactly once. All fundamental properties, especially redundancy and mobility options, are inherited from preﬁx-based multicast as explained in section 2.
The IPv6 address allocation and assignment policy of APNIC, ARIN and
RIPE NCC [26] mostly comply with the IAB/IESG recommendations on IPv6
address allocations to sites [27]. Normally, preﬁxes of length 32 will be assigned
to providers and preﬁxes of length 48 to end sites. A current BGP table snapshot of the RouteView project reﬂects this scheme: Approximately 65% of the
announced preﬁxes exhibit a length of 32 bits and 20% 48 bits. Provider independent (PI) addresses are under discussion [28] or already been scheduled [29]
by the RIRs. The RIPE policy proposal suggests PI assignments allocated from
a dedicated address block, which allows to identify and subsume PI addresses.
Furthermore, address indirection approaches like LISP [30], or Six/One [31] try
to regain provider-bound address hierarchies by splitting locators and identiﬁers.

4

Analytical Evaluation

The well deﬁned preﬁx structure of the multicast scheme allows for a detailed
theoretical analysis, yielding strong analytical results for all major properties. For
the sake of brevity, we will enumerate only the cost aspects of group management,
cf. [19] for proofs and further results.
For a given key space of alphabet size k, we consider the corresponding kary preﬁx tree as basic structure. Therein N overlay nodes {N } are uniformly
placed at leaf nodes of the preﬁx tree. The preﬁx-directed algorithm aggregates
multicast receivers. For a given preﬁx C of length j, the probability that a receiver
shares C is therefore of general relevance.
Theorem 1. For a multicast group G, a k-ary alphabet and N nodes, the probability that a prefix C of length j is attained by at least one of g receivers reads
P (| {G ∈ G| LCP (C, G) = C} | ≥ 1)
 

g
1
g N
= 1 − e− k j + O
=1− 1− j
.
k N
N

(1)

It is worth noting that in large networks the preﬁx distribution of multicast
receivers is eﬀectively independent of the network size.
From theorem 1 we can calculate the size of multicast forwarding tables:
Theorem 2. For any peer in a k-ary prefix tree with g leaf nodes (receivers), the
number of adjacent vertices is limited by log2 (g)(k − 1). This bound equally limits
the number of multicast forwarding table entries. Furthermore, the probability
distribution P (j, l) that a given overlay node holds l multicast forwarding entries
at prefix level j reads
 


l 
k−1−l
g
g
1
k−1 
− j+1
− j+1
k
k
+O
e
P (j, l) =
1−e
.
l
N
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(a) Multicast forwarding table sizes

(b) Eﬀective joins per receiver

Fig. 3. Analytical results for group management costs

Mean values and upper bounds are plotted in ﬁgure 3(a). Table entries remain
signiﬁcantly below its upper bound, reproducing nicely the logarithmic dependency on g. In the remaining we quantify the signaling load. Due to the symmetry
of operations, the following analysis is restricted to the join procedure.
Theorem 3. The probability P (j, g) for distributing a Join or Leave message
within a prefix tree at injection level j reads
 


g
g
1
,
(2)
P (j, g) = 1 − e− kj e− kj+1 + O
N
where g is the number of group members prior to signaling. Moreover, the expected ratio of flooded nodes is well approximated by
g

(1−e−g )e− k +




g
g
g(k+1)
g
k
e− kh+1 − e− k (k + 1) + e− k − e− kh+1 (k+1) .
g(k + 1) ln k

The results are displayed in ﬁgure 3(b) as functions of the joining receiver rank,
where the insert provides a detail zoom. Signaling expenses admit a strong exponential decay in the expected number of ﬂooded nodes. The mean number of
messages issued for Join/Leave reduces to below 1 % for group sizes above 500,
keeping group management costs marginal in larger distribution settings.

5

Conclusions and Outlook

Starting from the generic principles of naming, unicast routing and locator
aggregation, we proposed and analyzed a forward-path multicast forwarding
mechanism directed by an overlay abstraction in aggregation space. Combining
structured overlay algorithms with Internet routing, data is guided along logarithmically scalable source speciﬁc shortest path trees, even though the scheme
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complies with the general Any Source Multicast semantic. Without further signaling, the protocol facilitates multipath transport for load sharing and redundancy, seamless mobility support, as well as an inherently transparent transition
between the underlay and a corresponding overlay. The latter aspect is of particular interest for an incremental deployment, as it allows for an easy integration
of the multicast routing in hybrid architectures, which may span agnostic regions
by overlay transits.
In future work, we will elaborate on further performance evaluations and
deployment concepts, targeting on diﬀerent mappings of the preﬁx space to underlay, overlay and hybrid network scenarios.
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